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Acquisition Information
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Field collection
Historical or Biographical Note
The Monterey fishing boat LITTLE ROSE was deaccessioned by San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park in 1990 and parts of it were used in the Park’s Visitor Center exhibit of a boat on the rocks.
Collection Scope and Content
The Little Rose (built 1918; Monterey clipper) marine survey (SAFR 23831, HDC 1290) consists of a “Report of Survey for Monterey LITTLE ROSE, Official no. CF 5597 AJ.” The collection has been processed to the item unit level and is open for use without restrictions.

The survey, completed by Frank E. Bilek, Marine Surveyor, consists of 4 sections titled, General, Description, Findings, and Comments. The survey was conducted at Svendsen’s Boat Works in Alameda, CA at the request of R.S. Bergman, for the purpose of determining her general physical condition and value. 2pp.
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